In this Summer 2018
newsletter:

WELCOME TO OUR THIRD NEWSLETTER OF 2018

• 100 years of B.K.S.
Iyengar – memories
from the 1984
workshop
• International Day of
Yoga
• Gala 80
• Maritimes
happenings

• Prashant on YouTube

“It is essential to master the art of standing correctly.
One thousand things that apply to Tadasana apply to
every other pose. See how much your intelligence has
to peep in, has to go in, even to understand Tadasana.
When truly in Tadasana, one feels light in body and the
mind acquires agility.”

• Future assessment
dates

B.K.S. Iyengar

• Visiting teacher
• Community

• Resources
• Calendar of
upcoming events

Photos: Light on Yoga, Astadala Yogamala Vol 3, Yoga the Path to Holistic Health
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GREETINGS
FROM YOUR
EDITOR

Rejoindre Carole au:
Contact Carole at:

A friend who was training for a marathon – a six-month ‘couch to race’
challenge – tried to improve her chances of going for her morning training
runs by wearing her running kit instead of pyjamas to bed . That way, she’d
have one less thing to think about when the alarm went off at 5 am.
I recently had the opportunity of using the same philosophy to be more
consistent with my yoga practice when I’m travelling. I had the pleasure
of visiting friends in a little corner of paradise. It so happens the bunkie
does double duty – as guest room and Iyengar yoga studio. “Yes!” I
thought. “If I’m sleeping in the yoga studio, surely I can practise when I
get up!” Alas, I can lay claim to only two practices in five days. Perhaps I
should have worn my yoga kit to bed?

We have, once again, several great articles, including some memories from
Mr. Iyengar’s 1984 visit to Edmonton, plus one teacher’s milestone birthday,
a special visitor for International Day of Yoga, news from the east coast, and
another great visiting teacher workshop

m.c.carpentier@sympatico.ca

This is your newsletter – what would you like to hear about? We love stories and
contributions of all sorts and sizes from your Iyengar Yoga community...
Deadline for
next issue:
26 October 2018
[check out the
submission criteria
at the back of this
newsletter]

We’d especially like to hear about:
• The IYAC/ACYI conference in Gatineau/Ottawa in early October – your
experience, your thoughts, your takeaways.
• Your activities/plans for the 100th anniversary of B.K.S. Iyengar’s birth.
• Zubin, Birjoo and Raya visits
And also:
• How did you celebrate International Day of Yoga?
• Why is Iyengar yoga your yoga?
• How do you keep your yoga community vibrant?
• How do you foster regular practice by students?
• How do you spread the word about Iyengar yoga?
• How are you feeding your yogis? We want your recipes!
• Resources for teachers and students – blogs, websites, apps, books, props...
• Workshops with senior teachers from Canada, from the Source, and globally
• How have you used Certification Mark funding?
• Where in the world have you done Iyengar yoga recently?
• What’s new or notable where you are?
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Rick Baker, of Barrhead, Alberta, helped organise
Mr. Iyengar’s visit to Edmonton in 1984.

Memories
__

Edmonton, Alberta

1984

page 1 of 2

In September 1984, B.K.S. lyengar, respectfully known as Guruji, came to
Edmonton to do an afternoon yoga workshop at the University of Alberta
Butterdome and attend a banquet at the Meadowlark Community Centre. This
event was sponsored by the B.K.S. lyengar Yoga Association of Edmonton (IYAE).
The IYAE was formed in 1982 by Liz McLeod. Liz had been to the lyengar Yoga
Institute in Pune, India several times and was one of Guruji's favourite students.
So ‘as it happened' that Guruji was going to the September 1984 International
Yoga Conference in San Francisco, he agreed to stop over in Edmonton on his
way, in honour of Liz’s recently formed IYAE.
It was a warm, sunny day when Guruji arrived at the University of Alberta
Butterdome. The workshop was wonderful. We were all enthralled by his
presence – in his red shorts and white tank top T-shirt.

After the
workshop,
Guruji's entourage
and the IYAE
executives
gathered outside
of the
Butterdome.

Guruji felt a bit tired so he just lay
down on the grass in Savasana to
recoup for the evening festivities
to come.

Conference photos courtesy of
Rick Baker

continues...

Savasana: from Light on Yoga
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Rick Baker…

The head table at the banquet was arranged so that
the lyengar entourage sat alternately with the IYAE
executive. As secretary of the IYAE, I was honoured to
hold a chair at the master's table.

Memories
__

Edmonton, Alberta

1984
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Liz McLeod with Mr. Iyengar

In the 1980s many of us smoked cigarettes. Most of
the IYAE executive smoked, so Liz insisted that ash
trays be displayed on the head table. Liz said, “In India,
we do things his way, but here, we do things our way.”
So we were encouraged to smoke at the head table. I
must say it did feel a bit uncomfortable.

Workshop participants at the evening
banquet, including Shirley Daventry
French (extreme left) and Evelyn Nixey
(second table from the left).

It was a truly wonderful experience to meet B.K.S. lyengar. I had the opportunity
to meet Guruji in person again in 2005 at the lyengar Yoga Institute in Pune. I
was there for July and on July 29 the Institute held
the annual Guru Purnima celebration of the past
yoga masters. It was a formal affair, so I went to
town and purchased a nice Indian outfit. After the
ceremony, students were invited to greet Guruji.
Pictures were taken and, I assume because of my
attire, my picture with Guruji was selected to
adorn the back cover of the DVD that was made
of the ceremony.

An excerpt from Liz
McLeod’s post-visit
report.
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Michelle Katz, of Toronto, participated in the
workshop given by Mr. Iyengar in Edmonton in 1984.
Here she tells us of his wisdom and his compassion.

Memories
__

Edmonton, Alberta

1984
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In 1984, I was privileged to have an unexpected teaching and learning moment
with Guruji at the Iyengar yoga conference in Edmonton, Alberta. A lesson which,
thirty- four years later, I deeply appreciate, comprehend and honour far more
today, as a mother, yoga practitioner, and teacher than I did those many years
back.
Guruji was walking through the throngs of teachers
and students demonstrating and teaching standing
poses - his disciples eagerly latching on to his every
word and asana.

I have never had any personal contact with Guruji, other than following him as a
student at various conferences, and yet, then and there in the midst of his
teaching rounds, among fellow yogis of all levels of experience, I summoned up
the courage to stop him in his tracks, to ask a question. Sometimes in life, we are
called to seek an answer driven by the energy of an unknown, intuitive Source.
Surprisingly unintimidated, perhaps overcome by my personal distress, despite
Guruji’s often fearsome demeanour, I perceived a teacher of deep empathy and
compassion when the questions were sincere.
“ Mr. Iyengar, I need your help. May I ask you a question? I’m trying to have a
baby, but I can’t seem to hold on to them. I've had two miscarriages so far and no
children yet. What poses can I do?”
Observing me acutely with his deep, dark brown eyes, he drew me into the
centre of the surrounding students, and commanded: “Do Trikonasana!” I did as
he said.
With a wisdom and compassion he asked, “What is more important to you,
practising yoga or having a baby?”
Shyly, I answered, “Having a baby, of course.”
Conference photos courtesy of
Rick Baker

continues...
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Michelle Katz…
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“Then stop doing yoga, unless you come to India and learn how to do Trikonasana
correctly with me. Only do Viparita Karani - that is it - no more asanas!”
I was stunned. Here was the master yogi telling me not to do yoga. I listened; I
took his advice; I stopped practising asana, other than Viparita Karani and some
gentle, restorative poses and Pranayama. Five years later, I gave birth to a
healthy, beautiful baby boy. Twenty-one months later, I gave birth to a
premature, but feisty, baby girl!
I returned to practising and teaching after the birth of my children, still unaware
of what was wrong with my Trikonasana and the other standing poses. Years
later, and to this day, with the skillful guidance of my teacher, one of the senior
Iyengar disciples, Mahyar Raz, I have come to understand the importance of
expanding, lifting and creating space in the pelvic area, ensuring proper blood
circulation, strengthening the reproductive organs, and not causing a prolapse of
the uterus or muscle weakness by compressing or over-heating the reproductive
organs. As Guruji describes in Light on Yoga, “...the back of the legs, the spine
and the hips should be in line’’ (42).
My practice of Trikonasana today is very different from what it was those many
years ago, and I’m still learning how to balance the asana with proper alignment
and openness in the hips and pelvis.
I am profoundly grateful for the encounter and
most important life lesson and blessing from
Guruji. I’m appreciative, too, of my teacher,
Mahyar who continues to be a source of
inspiration in awakening my body and mind to
precise teachings.
I dedicate these words to my teachers, and to my 29-year-old son, Jesse and
27-year-old daughter, Mira, both of whom make me a proud mother and wiser
yoga practitioner and teacher.
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La Journée Internationale du Yoga
International Day of Yoga
21.06.2018

On June 21, 2018, I enjoyed two special
treats. As in prior years, I participated in
a special IDY all-levels practice led by
Marlene Mawhinney at Yoga Centre
Toronto. Some 60 students participated,
including two very special guests,
Ambassador Dinesh Bhatia, the Consul
General of India, and his wife, Seema.

Tom Leverty
__
Toronto, ON

Before the practice began, I had the honour of introducing Ambassador Bhatia, who
had come to Yoga Centre Toronto to show support for Iyengar Yoga in Canada.
A little background here… A few years ago, an organization called International Yoga
Day Canada (IYDC) was set up by a number of individuals, including Ambassador
Bhatia, to promote the health benefits of yoga and meditation to the Canadian health
care system. IYDC is currently made up of a number of organizations fostering yoga
and meditation. I am a member of the Board of Directors of IYDC, representing the
Iyengar Yoga Association of Canada/Association canadienne de yoga Iyengar.
In 2017, IYDC put on an event in Toronto to honour IDY. The event attracted
approximately 10,000 people, making this one of the larger events held in the world
to honour IDY in 2017.
In 2018, IYDC wanted to do
something a little more low-key.
Our initiative was to have the
Consul General visit IYDC member
organizations on 21 June,
International Day of Yoga, to
demonstrate IYDC’s support.

Photos: Brenda Ledsham

Let me close here with some personal thoughts – We say ‘Om’ and recite the
‘Invocation to Patanjali’ before our practice to honour ourselves, Patanjali, B.K.S.
Iyengar, and all our Iyengar teachers who have come before; in the same way,
International Day of Yoga provides us an opportunity to honour, along with the
world yoga community, this discipline of yoga which has brought to our lives such
joy and well being.
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From Nadia Horodynsky, Toronto...
On Saturday, April 28th, 2018, Yoga Centre Toronto hosted an 80th birthday
gala fundraising event for our senior teacher, Marlene Mawhinney.
It was a very festive occasion with approximately 150 tickets sold. Kelly
Mawhinney did a wonderful job on the decorations. These included candles,
streamers and balloons, which were placed in the rooms, on the tables and used
for the silent auction. The colour scheme was champagne and pink. Musical
entertainment was provided by the Double-Double Duo. Cornell Walak played
the clarinet and his colleague, Michael Bridge, the accordion. The musicians
roamed throughout the venue providing a background of music which allowed
people to relax and enjoy the evening.
Brook Garnet, Joanne Phoa, Beverley Creed, Nehal
Pandya and Jennifer Zelmer planned a wonderful
vegetarian dinner with Indian, Italian and buffet items.
A silent auction was organized by Jane Kruse and
Nadia Horodynsky with items donated by our student
population. Wolf Kraus donated stemless wine glasses
that had the Om symbol etched on them. The total
raised from the silent auction items was $15,000.
Marlene cutting her
birthday cake

After the dinner, Marlene was interviewed by Didi Hall
who was the Master of Ceremonies. Marlene was
presented with a congratulatory scroll signed by Toronto
Mayor John Tory and Toronto City Councillor Christin
Carmichael Greb. Marlene spoke about the past, the
present and the future of Yoga Centre Toronto.

Delicacies and silent
auction items

Marlene with Teddy
Hyndman (Edmonton)
and Didi Hall.

Ruth Weiss and Jennifer Zelmer coordinated a memory
book. Senior teachers and students from all over were invited to send a
message or photograph. This memory book was presented to Marlene at the
Gala.
Marlene with her
husband, Gerry

This event would not have been such a huge success if it wasn't for the
numerous volunteers who donated their time and energy. Shreya Shah
organized the student teacher volunteers on the day of the event.
The Gala was a huge success!

Photos: Brian Clewley
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Iyengar Yoga Grows
in the Maritimes!
Lisa Lelliot reports from Bridgewater, Nova Scotia...
20 years ago 10 years ago
Certified Teachers
Preparing for Assessment
Trainees
Teacher Training

4
n/a

7
n/a

Professional Development get on a plane frequently

today
4 at a higher level; 5 newly certified
4+
NS, NB, PEI, plus NFLD
local program
local community + 4 study visits to Pune in the past year
+ growing Maritime presence at IYAC/ACYI conferences

After Deborah Lomond (then IJ3) moved to Nova Scotia in late 2013, we gave her enough time to roll out
a sleeping bag before inviting her to our communities to teach. By early 2014, we had organized a peer
teaching session in Halifax, with nine trainees on board, and four certified teachers. Since then, the ball
has been rolling. The location has changed to Deborah’s studio east of Antigonish, and there are more
than a dozen of us who show up several times a year to learn and build community.
B.K.S. Iyengar gave analogies of yoga practice being akin to gardening, even farming – Asana to plough
the nerves, preparing the soil of body and mind for the refinement of Pranayama. We had fertile soil
here in the Maritimes when Deborah came from British Columbia. There were students who wanted to
become teachers, and teachers who wanted to go deeper. Pioneers had carved out main roads, pathways
to the practice, but we were ripe for the right person to facilitate a coming together of several disjointed
parts of a community. ‘Come From Aways’ are acutely aware of the kinship Maritimers feel toward
anyone who was raised near the Atlantic. Deborah was born and raised in Newfoundland, but she also
brought with her the support of the extensive network of teachers and practitioners on the west coast.
She came in with pioneering experience of her own, and a great attitude, not wanting to step on
anyone’s toes. She and her husband literally carved out a path through the bush on the North Shore,
creating a home and a studio (and a garden) that now draw many of us there like bees to blossoms.
Offshoots from the work that we do there are springing up all over the place – Fredericton hosted a
series of Sunday afternoon Pranayama classes, including a social event; Dartmouth holds open practices;
Tracadie saw teachers-in-training Nancy Nunn and Wendell White lead a Sadhana while their teacher
(Deborah) was in Pune; PEI teacher-in-training Charles Sanderson is guiding his students through Sadhana
while on an extended study trip in India. In my community on the South Shore, near Lunenburg, Deborah
is returning soon for the eighth time to teach us in a workshop.
Now, it is possible to become a certified teacher and get all the Professional Development hours we
need (plus more!) without flying somewhere. Each time we gather at Deborah’s little Eden, she and her
husband open their home to us and we all share meals together. We look forward to watching the moon
rise over the ocean, and seeing what’s new in the garden.
B.K.S. Iyengar… “Change is not something that we should fear. Rather, it is something we should
welcome. For without change, nothing in this world would ever grow or blossom. And no one in this world
would ever move forward to become the person they’re meant to be.“
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The Sadhaka’s Search – Renata Ventura in Canada

Kara Thorsen, of Montréal, participated in a recent workshop featuring
Renata Ventura of São Paulo, Brazil. Here, she tells us of her experience.

Renata Ventura, Senior Intermediate II, made her debut in Canada for The
Sadhaka’s Search, hosted by Yoga Équanimité in Montréal. Renata teaches
classes, conducts teacher training, and sits on the board of assessments in her
native Brazil. Renata also teaches intensives in Europe. We are thrilled to be her
first exploration of North America.
The cleanliness of Renata’s practice is what first brought my attention to it. A
consistent effort to be honest in her work kept my attention.

Working towards
Parivrtta
Trikonasana –
bringing the hips in
line using the stick
for accuracy.

On our first evening session, Renata advised us to “just dive in” – when you are in
your practice, you must just trust that you are there and dive in. We spent the
evening finding our sacrum and discovering how it is placed between the pelvic
bones; ever searching for consciousness through finding where it is not.
Once the keystone bone was observed, then we could better adjust and move
forward, with cleanliness, to further range-of-motion Asanas. Which is where
Renata brought us for the next three days, evolving with penetrative work
through standing poses, backbends, and inversions.
Renata’s teaching is as clean as her practice. As she searches for ways to touch
each body present through instruction and hands-on connection, she also
explores the obstacles of what may be holding us back and how to clear them out
through purifying the finer actions involved in the greater motions.

Discovering
how to use the
feet to control
the legs to find
the pelvis.

One thing we are guaranteed with being human is complexity, and the gift of yoga
allows us to use this complexity as our mission to try, for if we have no reason to
try, then why would we?
The Bhagavad Gita encourages us to not seek reward for our labour but to labour
because that's what is required. Thank you, Renata, for taking the risk on us to
come, with no other assurances than to arrive. It was most certainly a gift to be in
your classes and there is much to left to inquire about with the Search of the
Sadhaka.
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Yoga Centre
Toronto

Yoga Journey
Collingwood ON

Lori Berenz


Good Spirit
Yoga
Flesherton ON

Hilary Phillips

This article is a brief followup to Hilary Philip’s article in the previous
edition (Spring 2018) of this newsletter that covered two teachers’
upcoming workshops to raise funds to assist Yoga Centre Toronto (YCT)
with their upcoming move. Lori Berenz, of Collingwood, Ontario, tells
us how the workshops went.
One of the things that has always amazed me about Iyengar Yoga is how strong
the connection is between communities, studios, students and teachers. When
Hilary Philips, who runs Good Spirit Yoga in lovely Flesherton, Ontario,
approached me with the goal of teaching special classes at my studio in
beautiful Collingwood, Ontario, to raise funds for YCT’s upcoming move, I
thought it was a brilliant idea.
Although remote, our studios
are very strongly connected to
YCT and both Hilary and I
wanted to support this unique
centre. I taught a workshop
entitled Cultivating Intelligence
in the Feet and Hilary taught a
special class entitled Leap of
Faith, which focused on
Asanas leading up to and
preparing for Virabhadrasana I
and Virabhadrasana III.

Hilary teaching at Lori’s studio during the ‘Leap of
Faith’ workshop (photo courtesy Lori Berenz)

I am happy to report that the endeavour was a success. In total, Hilary and I
taught 20 students. The Asanas were the highlight of what was being taught,
but the students learnt so much more than that. Hilary and I taught our
students about the importance of YCT and its contributions to the Yoga scene in
Toronto and beyond. We also emphasised the strong tradition of studying and
maintaining a connection with a senior teacher; this is a key differentiator of
Iyengar Yoga compared to other forms of Yoga being taught and practised
today. Even students who were unable to attend the classes made donations.
The link between communities near and far is so important and we were happy
to carry that message forth by donating our time to this worthwhile cause.
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Prashant Iyengar

From the archives of The Iyengar Yoga National
Association of the United States. Available on
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KrfNslUBrY

Prashantji Iyengar, son of Yogacharya B.K.S. Iyengar (Guruji),
introduces and launches the documentary project to
commemorate the upcoming birth centenary of Guruji on 14th
December 2018, urging all followers to participate in the
documentary by filming your thoughts on the impact that Guruji
and Iyengar Yoga have had on your life and offer a glimpse of the
vast impact that binds all 'sadhakas' (practitioners) It shall be a
100% crowd-sourced documentary where every participant, from
anywhere across the world, can be a filmmaker in their own right
and have their unique voice reach out to the Iyengar Yoga family
worldwide. The most unique and inspiring stories shall be
compiled into a documentary to be released on Guruji's birth
centenary! All details can be found on www.gurujithefilm.com.
Please subscribe to the channel to keep updated on all
developments.
Available on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAjX98EiihI

Source: http://lisa.walford.com
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WELL
DONE!

FUTURE
TEACHER
ASSESSMENTS

IYENGAR YOGA
RESOURCES

RECENT ASSESSMENTS
Assessments are currently in summer hiatus, but many
teachers and teachers-in-training are busy preparing for...

Introductory II
14-16 Sep 2018 | Calgary AB
02-04 Nov 2018 | Fredericton NB
09-11 Nov 2018 | London ON

Intermediate Junior I
28-30 Sep 2018 | Winnipeg MB
Intermediate Junior II
02-04 Nov 2018 | Edmonton AB

The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) is a division
of the National Library of Medicine at the United States National
Institutes of Health. The NCBI provides public electronic access to
articles published in a variety of medical and related journals.
The NCBI can be accessed at: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.

Iyengar Yoga for
Adolescents and
Young Adults With
Irritable Bowel
Syndrome

Journal of Pediatric
Gastroenterology
Nutrition

The ‘PMC’ database provides access to full length articles; search on
“Iyengar yoga” (note - output is not limited to articles involving
Iyengar yoga vs yoga generally).
One example is the report on a study involving adolescents and young
adults with Irritable Bowel Syndrome. The results of the study were
published in 2014 in the Journal of Pediatric Gerontology Nutrition.
The article can be found at:
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4146428/
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

EVENT
Louie Ettling - Going Deeper
Zubin Zarthoshtimanesh Weekend Intensive
Ann Kilbertus and Louie Ettling Teacher Intensive

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR DEEPER STUDY

DATE/LOCATION
9 Fri da y s es s i ons | Va ncouver BC

theyogaspacevancouver@gmail.com

03-05 Aug 2018 | Toronto ON

iyengaryogananta@gmail.com

13-17 Aug 2018 | Vi ctori a BC

www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Summer Workshop

17-19 Aug 2018 | Ferni e BC

samlloyd.yoga@gmail.com

Sharoni Fixler - Summer Practice
Intensive

24-26 Aug 2018 | Ca l ga ry AB

deana@calgaryiyengaryoga.com

4-day Student Intensive

24-27 Aug 2018 | Kel owna BC

Louie Ettling - Haida Gwaii
Retreat
Ginette Dion - Fin de semaine
intensive
Kripa Foundation Iyengar Yoga An Inward Journey
Marie-Andrée Morin - Asana &
Pranayama Workshop
Father Joe Pereira

03-06 Sep 2018 | Tl el l BC

Raya Uma Datta - Workshop
Morgan Rea - Building Poses from
the Foundation
Linda Shevloff - Dharana, Dhyana
& Asana
Cheryl Joseph - Restorative Yoga
Practice
Luci Yamamoto - Understanding
Pelvic Tilt

yogawithkrisna.com
louie.j.ettling@gmail.com

07-09 Sep 2018 | Montréa l QC

info@sadhakayogaiyengar.com

21-23 Sep 2018 | Oa kvi l l e ON

sunseedyog@icloud.com

21-23 Sep 2018 | Edmonton AB
25-27 Sep 2018 | Kel owna BC

Louie Ettling - Weekend Workshop 28-30 Sep 2018 | Ca l ga ry AB
28-30 Sep 2018 | Toronto ON

info@familyoga.ca
melissa_perehudoff@telus.net
cynthia.yoga@telus.net
yoga@yogacentretoronto.ca

06 Oct 2018 | Va ncouver BC

theyogaspacevancouver@gmail.com

27 Oct 2018 | Va ncouver BC

theyogaspacevancouver@gmail.com

17 Nov 2018 | Va ncouver BC

theyogaspacevancouver@gmail.com

01 Dec 2018 | Va ncouver BC

theyogaspacevancouver@gmail.com

Louie Ettling - Weekend Workshop 25-27 Ja n 2019 | Edmonton AB

OTHER
EVENTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Centenary Celebrations of
B.K.S. Iyengar's Birth
2018 IYAC/ACYI Conference & AGM

Info@familyoga.ca

15 Dec 2017 to 14 Dec 2018
11-14 October 2018 | Ottawa ON/Gatineau QC
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IYAC
NEWSLETTER
LES
NOUVELLES
DE L’ACYI

SUBMISSION
GUIDELINES
DIRECTIVES POUR
LA SOUMISSION
D’ARTICLES

PROCHAINE
ÉDITION
AUTOMNE 2018
NEXT ISSUE
AUTUMN 2018
DATE LIMITE
DEADLINE
26.10.2018

This is your newsletter. It will be what you make of it. We
welcome feedback on the newsletter and, more importantly, your
contributions.
What do you think other IYAC/ACYI members would like to read
about? That is what you should be contributing, either in English
or en Français. In addition to the topics found in the current
newsletter, possible contributions could include recipes,
interviews, heart-warming stories about interaction with your
students, visits to Pune or to Iyengar yoga schools in other
countries, why you decided to become an Iyengar yoga teacher.
The list could go on and on!
A few things to keep in mind:
• Please keep submissions to under 450 words.
• Please make submissions in an editable format (i.e., not in .pdf
format).
• Photos: should be in .jpg format, and should be identified as to
subjects, occasion, location, date, and photographer (we will give
a photo credit)
• Photos: identifiable people should have given permission
regarding use of their images.
• Please include your name, location and a short bio.
• Please note that we may edit the submission for length or to fit it
to a page.
• We may decide to hold your submission until a future newsletter
to accommodate space constraints or to group articles into
themes (we will advise you of this).
• While we welcome all submissions from members, there may be
some situations where the newsletter is not the appropriate
vehicle for a particular item (we will discuss this with you).
• There is no classified section, so ads or items for sale are not
generally accepted.
All submissions, and any questions, should be sent to the editor at
m.c.carpentier@sympatico.ca. We also welcome comments,
feedback and suggestions.
The newsletter is published four times per year. The submission
deadline for the next issue is 26 OCTOBER 2018.
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